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Please make sure to update your drivers before using our products.



PLC coupling S5 and S7

Data-processing/-recording of PLC-data?
 Data-logging of recorded process-values in a DB writing or read out in the connected
PLC via network, thanks to RFC1006-communication i n the devices is nothing in the
way.
 Even accesses to flags (individual bits of the words) are possible at any time. Configure
the data via the integrated web-server that gets target-PLC or returns the necessary-data.
 If the PLC does not have an Ethernet-port, with optional adapters, enable this
communication:

 	* S5 over S5-LAN++
 	* S7-PPI/MPI/Profibus over S7-LAN

S7-PLC over USB

Communication with S7-PLC via USB, just how and with what? 
 Data-communication with S7-PLC from PC or other devices via USB, which interface is
required. Questions you don't have to worry about. With "S7 over USB" you get the right
interface-products for PPI, MPI and Profibus. 
 Which one you use then is up to you.



Interface for Mitsubishi Melsec Fx- & A-series

Changes to Mitsubishi PLCs but no interface cable?
 Use the SC09 cable to connect the PC to the Mitsubishi MELSEC FX & A series. Any
PLC with an RS-422 interface can be connected. Including adapter cable for 8-pin DIN
connection, firmly attached so that it can never be forgotten. One cable for both types,
universal to the Mitsubishi PLC.

Protection for data-dump and modification

You want to protect your system against unauthorized access and changes? No problem,
with the S7-firewall you secure your system against unauthorized access and thus prevent
deduction or alteration of your system and process data.



S5 to S5

Coupling S5-controller with PD-port at S5-controller with PD-port via network

Transformation of Rack/Slot in TSAP to MPI-address

Your panel or visualisationsystem addresses the used PLC with Rack/Slot in TSAP? No
problem, activate this mode in the S7-LAN and you will get actual data from the PLC.


